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St. Michaels, Southampton

No. 37

St. Michael's dates back to 1007. It was not bombed during
the war, but must have had fragmentary damage done to the windows.
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Church of the Holy Rood, Southampton

No. 36

This Church is a block away from St. Michaels. The church
was destroyed by enemy action sometime during 1942. This action.
obviously resulted in damage to the windows at St. Michael's.
The shell of the church remains and is now a memorial to all the
seamen in the Merchant Navy who lost their lives throughout
the world.
Note:

Mr E.G. Longman, clerk of works, was invaluable to the
research by acting as a guide and providing much of the
information for the churches in Southampton.

St. Mary's

Temple-Combe

No. 59

Temple-Combs is a small village in Somerset. In 1941 a
German bomber returnig from a raid on London unloaded a stick
of bombs which fell across the railway tracks, destroying four
homes, and also blowing out the windows of the church.
The first rector of the Parish in 1311 was the Reverend
Walter de Bratton. An interesting feature in the church is a
reproduction of the face on the Shroud of Turin. It is painted
on wood and apparently, as the story goes, was on the ceiling of
an out-house of an old cottage. It is said that the lady of the
house did not like the face looking down on her as she used the
facilities and eventually had it removed, along with the out-house,
and it finally found its way on to the South wall of the church.
( See photograph and article. )
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mplecombe is a village with a
long history. Standing on the
edge of the Blackmore Vale, its
anain street runs hom Abbas Combe to
Templecombe, once two separate
parishes ·but now one. ,
GrouP.s of cottages, houses and
farms still· wonderfully survive the centuries, in spite of those who would like
to replace the old with the new, and the
constant b.-.ttering of the traffic.
Here and there a heavy studded
Tudor door remains, or a mullion
window. A set of stocks, which is one of
only thirteen leh in Somerset, reminds
us of a quaint and simple way of enforcing law and order. Not so old . b!.!t
unusual in these days of open-plan, are
the doors set into high stone walls to
guard the privacy of the larger houses.
The church was founded by a
daughter of King Alfred, and is therefore older in spirit and in history than
the present millenium. The parent
house was the abbey at Shahesbury,
then the leading convent in England .
Inside the church a Nonnan font has
stood for almost a thousand years,
clean-cut and magnificently solid. For
all those years it has helped to usher
children into the Christian community.
A pre-Reformation beD, inscribed in
Latin, still sounds across the coombe
when Sunday services are rung, and on
the wall there hangs a picture of the
head of Jesus, which, though faded and
painted on rough wood, is the most
strangely preserved of aU.
The village on the south side of
the stream, once called Combe
Templariorum, now Templecombe,
took its name from the lbedieval order
of soldier monks which was dedicated
to the rrotection of the Christian faith,
and o the pilgrims who were being
harassed on their way to the Holy
Land. They also guarded religious
relics, treasure and buildings. Established here in the 12th century, they
were at first very poor, but by their
reputation for valour and dedication
thef rose in a short time to a position
unnvalled and owing allegiance only to
the Pope. Kings had no power over
them, which in time broudtt the ven-
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geance of kings on their heads. They
were recruited from the noble families
of Europe, and had houses in many
places. Templecombe was their West
Country centre, and here they trained
in horsemanship before setting off on
duty abroad .
It is not difficult to imagine the
Y~'!e . 0!! the b r:ds aro~ n d the p:-: ceptory, now peacefully grazed by
cattle, young knights on horseback
practised every art of war. They
Jumped , jousted, and made group
charges. The road would have echoed
to the sounds of clattering hoofs as the
men went about their business with
blacksmith or saddler.
They were monks as well as soldiers,
takin~ the three vows of poverty,
chastity and obedience, and their lives
would have been centred round the tiny
chapel at the preceptory. Although the
order became wealthy, the individuals
within it remained poor as a rule, and
dedicated to the church. Daily mass
was said by one of the Templar chaplains, who would have lived in their
own prestbytery in the village which
~rew up around the main house. It was
tn the priest's house, since turned into
cottages, that Mrs Drew discovered the
picture of Christ that now hangs in the
church, concealed for centuries in the
roofing of her shed. It could be that
only thirty-five years ago one of the
Templars secrets came to light after
seven hundred years.
The greater the power of science to
disprove the claims made for relics of
the past, the greater becomes the value
ohhose which withstand the test. So far
the Holy Shroud at Turin has
withstood,
and
research
has
established that it could be as old as
Christianity. The Templars were
entrusted with the church's greatest
treasures, and it is now considered that
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they probably once held the holy
shroud. The picture at Templecombe
could be a direct copy made from it.
Discovery of the picture would have
led to discovery of the shroud, so
secrecy was essential. Mysterious
activities always arouse suspicion, and
many of the aa:usations directed at the
T ..:::7iplars way have: grown from this.
There was no limit to the evil ways
which were anributed to these men,
when finally a Fr:nch king decided to
beat them down. Confessions were
extracted from them under torture
which cannot be believed. While
probably not aU saints, they were
certainly not as bad as their enemies
made out.
When they were finally disbanded,
they would have hidden their treasures.
As recently as during the last war works
of art of aU sorts were driven at midnight from London galleries 10 remote
country churches and houses for safe
keeping, and even since then pictures
have been concealed in rafters of
cottages in Eastern European countries, when invasion was threatened.
Not much has been heard of the
knights' more worldly treasures,
though rumours of secret passages and
hoards have naturally filtered down
through the years. The house of the
Templars was eventually handed over
to the Knights of St. John, whose work
for the sick needed no secrecy, and
earned universal esteem. Even they
came under the axe of the Reformation, however, and the house passed
to the Crown and private ownership .
An aspect of the Templars life at
Templecombe which has not really
been explored is the ir connection with
the Anhurian legend Only six m iles
away, as a ho~ could can~r. stands
the hill which holds greatest claim to be
Camelot .
•
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A SPECIAL SERVICE TO COMh1EMORATE
the
EIGHTH CENTENARY
of the
ORIGINAL PRECEPTORY
of KNIGHTS TE~WLAR
at TE~WLECOMBE in 1185

~t.

;ffllarp·s C!Cburrb
~rmplrrombr

Sunday, 12th. May, 1985 at 2 . 30 p . m.
By Kind Permission of
The Rector, The Rev. E.W.L. Davies
and
The Parochial Church Council
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